The neurons in layer 1 of cat visual cortex.
We have examined the morphology of neurons in layer 1 by injecting them intracellularly with lucifer yellow in lightly fixed brain slices (250 microns thick) taken from the medial bank of area 17 in adult cats. Of 22 neurons with well-filled dendrites, 16 had smooth dendrites, two had sparsely spiny dendrites (less than 200 spines) and, unexpectedly, four had spiny dendrites typical of pyramidal cells. The axon was generally not well filled. Computer reconstructions showed that parts of the dendritic tree had been lost in the sectioning. Nevertheless, measurements of the length of intact dendrites suggested an average diameter of the dendritic tree of 220 microns. The density of the neurons was such that the dendritic trees of about six neurons cover each point in layer 1. Thus, despite the very low density of neurons that characterizes layer 1, there are more than sufficient neurons to sample from the entire representation of the visual field in area 17.